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Goals of this talk:  

 

To provide a semantic interpretation of approximative inversion constructions in Russian. 

 

Central claims: 

 

1. Russian approximative inversion has the syntax of a measure construction. 

2. Both count and measure approximative inversion constructions can be interpreted as measure     

    constructions. 

3. Approximative measure effects follow from an estimation operator. 

 

Outline of the talk: 

 

1. Presentation of the data. 

2. Review of previous work: Approximative inversion is not the expression of modal epistemic     

    uncertainty, contra Zaroukian 2012. 

3. Our proposal: Approximative inversion is a measure construction involving estimation. 

4. Approximative inversion is a measure construction also with count nouns. 

5. Summary. 

 

Part 1: The data 

  

We investigate the semantics of inverted numeral constructions in Russian (Mel’čuk 1985, 

Pereltsvaig 2006, Yadroff and Billings 1998, Zaroukian 2012, Matushansky 2013): 

 

(1) a. Standard order      b. Inverted order 

          dvadcat’ knig            knig    dvadcat’ 

          twenty   books           books  twenty 

       

Inversion leads to the approximation effects: 

 

(2) a. Ivan pročital  dvadcat’  knig                    b. Ivan pročital knig     dvadcat’ 

          Ivan read        twenty    books                     Ivan read       books   twenty 

         ‘Ivan read twenty books.                              ‘Ivan read about/approximately twenty books.’ 

 

(3) a. Ivan pročital rovno   dvadcat’  knig          b.# Ivan pročital rovno knig     dvadcat’ 

          Ivan read      exactly twenty    books            Ivan read       exactly books   twenty 

         ‘Ivan read exactly twenty books.’                 ‘Ivan read exactly about twenty books.’ 

                                                 
1
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We focus on and provide a compositional interpretation of three types of AI constructions: 

 

i. AI inversion with a count noun as in (1) 

ii. AI inversion with an explicit measure phrase: 

 

(4) a. gramm   dvesti             (muki)              b. litrov pjat’ (moloka) 

         grams     two hundred  flour                      liters  five    milk     

         ‘about two hundred grams of flour’         ‘about five liters of milk’ 

            

iii. AI inversion with a count noun and classifiers such as  stuk ‘items’, čelovek ‘people’ etc..: 

 

(5) a. štuk  pjat’  starinnyx    knig 

         items five   antiquarian books  

        ‘approximately five old/antique books’   

                                                                                                                             [Mel’cuk 1985] 

     b. celovek desjat’ anesteziologov 

         people   ten       anesthesiologists 

        ‘approximately ten anesthesiologists  ‘ 

 

(5) is an acceptable variant of knig pjat’, (5a) is the only way to get the approximative reading when 

the N is preceded by an adjective (Yadroff and Billings 1998 following Mel’cuk 1985) 

 

(6)  a. * knig  pjat’ starinnyx     b. * starinnyx       pjat’  knig           

        books five  antique/old         antique/old   five   books      

 

      c. * starinnyx     knig   pjat’     d.   *knig   starinnyx       pjat’                

             old/antique  books five         books old/antique   five  

                                                                                                                            [Mel’cuk 1985] 

 

PART 2: Previous work 
 

2. 1 Zaroukian 2012:  AI as an expression of modal uncertainty  

 

Zaroukian (following Mel’čuk 1985 and Pereltsvaig 2006) shows that AI can be used in a context in 

which a speaker is uncertain about the numeral, while other strategies of approximation are 

inappropriate: 

 

(7) Birthday’s example (Mel’čuk 1985): Masha is going to a birthday party of her colleague. She     

     is asked how old that colleague is. Masha does not know him/her very well, so she is not sure    

     about the age:       

a.  let tridcat’ 

             years thirty 

b. #priblizitel’no tridcat’ let 

            approximately thirty years 

            ‘approximately thirty years’ 

c. #30-35 let 

            30-35 years 

           ‘approximately thirty years’ 
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Zaroukian argues: 

 

 AI constructions do not involve explicit approximation. 

 Approximation effects follow from epistemic uncertainty concerning the numeral. These effects 

are similar to those of numerals modified by maybe: 

 

(8) How old is your colleague? Maybe thirty/#Approximately 30. 

(9) A: How many books do you have in your office? 

      B: Maybe twenty. 

 

 AI constructions involve a null modal operator maybe which takes scope over the numeral and 

expresses epistemic uncertainty: 

 

(10)   let [◊ tridcat’ pjat]    

          years [maybe thirty five] 

    

How does it work? 

 

i. AI marks uncertainty concerning the numeral n. This forces the hearer to consider the 

alternatives to n, i.e. numbers in the approximative range associated with n (Krifka 2009). 

ii. The range associated with n together with a modal component contributed by maybe 

determine a set of possible alternatives to the numeral ordered in terms of likelihood: 

 

Possible alternatives (modal base): a set of worlds determined by propositions in which n is 

replaced by a number which falls in the approximative range associated with n. 

 

           Which alternatives are more likely (ordering source)? worlds where n’ is closer to n are    

           closer to the actual world. 

 

The Birthday example: 

 

 The epistemic modal base: A set of worlds where numeral values fall in the range associated 

with the numeral thirty + contextual information: 

 

(11)  thirty= [23.25-36.75] + birthday context →{ 24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36}  

 

 Ordering source: Worlds in which numeral values are close to 30 are closer to the actual world, 

i.e. close values are more likely alternatives. 

 

(7b) and (7c) are inappropriate since ‘ordinary’ approximators give continuous ranges, and suggest 

that e.g. 29.5 is an appropriate answer. This conflicts with contextual information which says that 

birthdays are round numbers.  

 

Epistemic modal approximators accommodate contextual information, non-modal approximators do 

not (at least not in the same way). 
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2.2. Criticism 

 

Zaroukian’s analysis predicts: 

 

i. Values close to n to be more likely alternatives. 

ii. AI should express uncertainty concerning the numeral (‘n, but I am not quite sure’), rather than      

    designate a range associated with the numeral (‘somewhere in the range associated  with n’). 

 

Neither prediction is borne out: 

 

i. Close values are not necessarily more likely alternatives: 

 

In (12) any number within the approximate range of the named numeral is an equally good 

candidate for the right answer: 

 

(12)  How many students are there in your tutorial class? 

        Čelovek 40. Ja znaju čto      ne men’še 38 i      ne bol’še 42. No točnee        skazat’ ne mogu. 

        people   40   I know that      not less      38 and not more 42  but more precise say    not can 

        ‘Around 40. I know that not fewer than 38 and not more that 42. I can’t say anything more     

         precise.’   

 

In (13) closer values are in fact less likely: 

 

(13)  What time do you plan to be/arrive here tomorrow? 

       časam k vos’mi. esli s’jadu     na pervyj avtobus –to v     7.45, esli net- to   8.05 

       hours   to eight    if    will sit   on first    but          then in 7.45   if  not then 8.05 

       ‘By around eight o’clock. If I get on the first bus, I will arrive at 7.45. If not, then at 8.05.’ 

 

ii. AI constructions can be used to designate a range in contexts which do not involve    

     uncertainty: 

 

In (14)-(15) the speaker uses AI because he wishes to designate a range, but he is certain about the 

precise values within the range. 

   

(14) Context: I leave for work some days at exactly 8.55, some days at 9.05 and some days at 9.15. 

   A: Vo skol’ko ty vyxodiš iz doma? 

         ‘What time do you leave home?’ 

   B: časov v devjat’  

        hours   in nine       

       ‘around 9 o’clock’ 

 

(15) Context: Inna arranges a birthday party every year. Three years ago she invited 13 people,    

        two years ago 16, last year 14 and this year 15. 

      A: Skol’ko čelovek obyčno byvaet u teb’ja na dne roždenija? 

           ‘How many people are usually there at your birthday parties? 

      B: čelovek pjatnadcat’ 

           people fifteen 

          ‘ around 15 people’ 
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In (16) the speaker uses AI to designate a range of values any of which is an equally legitimate 

alternative: 

 

(16) Context: The speaker knows that he will be at home from 6 to 9. 

        podojdi ko mne časov v sem’ 

        come     to me    hours  in seven 

       ‘Come to see me around seven o’clock.’  

 

These examples involve modality, but it is not necessarily epistemic: 

 (14)-(15) habituality 

 (16) permission 

 

Notice: In all cases above the choice of modality is contributed by verbs (habitual   

             imperfective/imperative) and not by AI. 

 

PART 3.  The Semantics of Approximate Inversion 

 

Central claims: 

i. AI phrases are measure constructions involving estimation. 

ii. Measure operations assign values to quantities on a dimension scale. 

iii. Inversion structure is an indication of the measure operation. 

iv. Approximation follows from the estimation operation which maps entities onto an interval 

on the scale instead of onto a point on the scale. 

 

3.1 The semantics of measure and approximation 

 

What is a measure construction? 

 

Measure constructions such as five litres/glasses of milk have a structure as in (17) which derives the 

interpretation in (18) (Landman 2004, Rothstein 2009, Partee and Borschev 2012): 

 

(17)  

DP 

 

Measure construction NP 

five liters /glasses of milk 

 

                                                      Measure phrase                  N 

                      

                                                     Num              N meas                               

                                                     five           liters/glasses      milk 

      

 

Crucially the measure head (liter/glass) and the numeral form a constituent. 

 

(18)   [[THREE LITERS/GLASSES OF MILK]]= λx. MILK (x) ∧ MEAS(x)
= 

<5, LITER/GLASS> 
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Measure predicates apply only to mass/plural nous (Rothstein, 2011): 

 

(19)  a. dva kilogramma  mukiSG-MASS/ jablokPL-COUNT/ *jablokaSG-COUNT 

             two kilos             flour           / apple             / apple 
 

   
  ‘two kilos of flour/apples/apple’ 

 

What does it mean to measure? 

 

Measure expressions denote functions from individual quantities to values on a dimensional scale. 

 

A scale is a triple <D, U, N> : 

 D is a dimension (volume, weight etc) 

 U is the unit in terms of which the scale is calibrated (litres, kilos etc.)  

 N is a set of numbers (the natural numbers, the real numbers etc) 

 

(20a) gives the meaning of LITRE. LITRE combines with a number to give a measure function as in 

(20b). (20c) gives the effect of applying (20b) to MILK (Landman 2004, Rothstein 2009).  

 

(20)   a. LITRES:   λnλx. MEAS
VOL

(x) = <n, LITRE>  

b. five litres: λx. MEAS
VOL

(x) = <5, LITRE> 

    ‘the set of quantities which measure five litres in volume’ 

 c. five litres of milk:    λx.MILK(x)  MEAS
VOL

(x) = <5, LITRE> 

    ‘the set of quantities of milk which measure five litres in volume’ 

 

(We will not usually mark the dimension on the MEAS function because of readability.) 

           

What does it mean to measure approximately? 

 

Approximation operators change the value from a precise number to a range.  (Krifka’s contextually 

determined round number interpretations are a special case of this). 

 

 An exact measure head  like litre applies to a number  n and gives a the property of 

having a measure value equal to the point on a scale indicated by n (21a)  

 The approximate measure applies to a number and gives the property of having a 

measure value somewhere in the range surrounding the point indicated by n that number, 

a range of numbers focussed on n, Nn (21b) 

  

(21) a. LITREEXACT:   λnλx. MEAS
VOL

(x) = <n, LITRE> 

        b.LITREAPPROX:   λnλx. MEAS
VOL

(x) = < Nn, LITRE> 

  

In English about does this explicitly: 

 

(22)  a. I drank about two litres of wine. 

 b.  about two litres: the set of quantities which measure between 1,800 and 2,200   

     litres in volume. 

 c.  about two litres of wine: the set of quantities of wine which measure between  

     1,800 and 2,200 litres in volume. 

The value on the volume scale (calibrated in litres) of the quantity of wine that I drank is in 

the range focused on two. 
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Notice: 

 

(i) Context determines how big the intervals in N are ( factory context vs. dinner context) 

(ii) Different approximators of n may give different sets with different relations to n (e.g around 

vs. almost) 

(iii)      Approximation is thus inherently modal in the sense that it allows for alternate values  

           chosen from a lexically and contextually defined range.  

 

Formal representation: 

 

We define the range relative to n via. a set of intervals focused on n: For simplicity, we give the 

definition in terms of natural numbers, but it obviously applies to the set R of real numbers too. 

 

1. N is a set of natural numbers. 

2. i a convex interval is a subset of N such that: 

     ∀n,m,n’: if n∈i and m∈ i and n < n’ and n’ < m, n’ ∈ i  

     In other words i  is a convex interval in N if i is a subset of N without any gaps  

3. N of type <<n, t> t> is a set of sets of intervals. 

4. Nn is a set of intervals focused on n if ∀i ∈ N, n ∈ i. 

 

We can now define approximation in terms of our original measure operation: 

(23)  Approximation:   

        ∀xMEASAPPROX(x) = <Nn, UNIT>   → ∃i ∈Nn: ∃m ∈ i:  MEAS(x)= <m, UNIT>  

 

 

3.2 Applying the analysis to AI constructions 

 

We suggest that the above semantics is appropriate for Russian AI constructions: 

 

(24) a. Non-inverted: 

 pjat litrov:   λx. MEAS(x) = <5, LITRE> 

 pjat litrov moloka:  λx. MILK(x)  MEAS(x) = <5, LITRE> 

 

       b. Inverted: 

           litrov pjat:   λx. MEASAPPROX(x) = <N5 ,LITRE> 

           litrov pjat moloka:      λx. MILK(x)   MEASAPPROX(x) = < N 5,  LITRE> 

 

∀ x ∈  {x: MILK(x)   MEASAPPROX(x) = < N 5,   LITRE>}  → 

∃ i ∈N 5, ∃m ∈ i  MEAS(x) = <m, LITRE> 

“If  x is a quantity of milk and MEAS(x) is approximately 5 litres, there is some value in the 

range of five, which gives the precise quantity of litres of milk”.  (Again, we should be using 

values in the set of real numbers since this is a continuous measure function.) 
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PART 4:  Approximative Inversion with count nouns 

 

4.1 The problem 

 

 This analysis is plausible for litrov pjat moloka ‘liters five of milk’ since it is easy to define 

MEASUREAPPROX in terms of the MEASURE function.  

 

 However, it is more complex to give a interpretation for inversion with count nouns e.g. knig pjat  

‘books five’ and štuk pjat starinnyx knig ‘items five of old books’ since these are counting contexts.   

 

One possibility is to follow Krifka 1989 who assumes that counting is a form of measuring.  

 

Another possibility is to assume that count expressions can shift to measure expressions in estimation    

                                contexts ( e.g. Mandarin Chinese, Li and Rothstein 2012). 

 

 

Li and Rothstein 2012 on the count to measure shift in Mandarin: 

 

Estimation constructions using cardinal numbers and counting classifiers have the syntactic 

properties of measure constructions.  In (25) ge and ke  are counting classifiers, but de indicates a 

measure context.  

 

(25) a.  sanshi duo ge de pingpang   qiutai daduo dou you  ren       zai da. 

  30     more Cl DE pingpong  table  most   all  have people PROG play 

  ‘Most of approximately thirty ping pong tables are being used by people.’   

 b. nabian bian zhong le    qi      ba     ke,  shi lai        ke de juzi shu. 

  there then   plant PFV seven eight Cl, ten around Cl DE mandarin tree 

     ‘On that side were planted seven or eight, approximately ten mandarin trees.’ 

 

Li and Rothstein show that generally measure expressions have a different syntax from counting 

constructions. While (26a) has the syntax of counting construction and a normal ‘exact’ reading, 

(26b) has the syntax of a measure constructions and an approximative reading. For details see the 

paper.  

 

(26)  a. [san-shi [ge pingpang quitai]] 

        b. [[san-shi ge de]   [pingpang quitai]] 

 

 

 Estimation is measuring since instead of counting, i.e. instead of putting individual entities into one-

to-one correspondence with the natural numbers, we assign an overall value to the quantity. 

 Estimation is inherently approximative, thus we assign an interval value to the quantity. 

 
We will follow this second approach here since AI constructions like knig pjat have the syntactic 

properties associated with measure expressions, while pjat knig does not.  
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4.2 Syntactic evidence 

 

Syntactic properties of AI constructions are characteristic of measure pseudopartitives, which, following 

Rothstein 2009 do not denote individuals (or sets of individuals) but quantities. 

 

Syntactic tests for measure pseudopartitives (Rothstein 2009): 

 

(i) Agreement  

(ii) Which/that relative clauses (Carlson 1977) 

(iii) Reciprocal (and other distributive) constructions (Gillon 1992). 

 

According to these tests, AI constructions do not denote sets of individuals: 

 

(i)  Singular agreement is preferred in AI constructions (Franks 1995).  

 

There are two possible patterns of agreement between a numeral phrase subject and a verb (Franks 

1995):  

 

 Plural agreement (27a) 

 Singular neuter (27b) 

 

(27)    a. desjat čelovek byli gospitalizirovany    b. desjat chelovek bylo gospitalizirovano 

               ten     people     were hospitalized
PL

           ten     people     was hospitalized
SG

  

              ‘Ten people were hospitalized.’                 ‘Ten people were hospitalized.’ 

          

Franks notes that singular agreement associates with a group reading and plural associates with an 

individuated interpretation. 

 

We show: 

 Clearly measure contexts require singular agreement (28) 

 Clearly individuating context require plural agreement (29b) 

 

(28)  a. prošlo/*prošli      pjat’ let 

             went
SG

/went 
PL

  five   years 

            ‘Five years passed.’ 

        b. na   etot pirog ušlo/*ušli          pjat’ jaic 

            for  this  cake  went
SG

/went 
PL

 five eggs 

‘Five eggs were used to make this cake.’ 

 

(29)  a. v očeredi stojalo/stojali         10 čelovek 

            in line        stood
SG

/stood 
PL

   10 people 

          ‘Ten people were standing/stood in line.’ 

        b. 10 čelovek ??stojalo/stojali       drug za drugom 

            10 people     stood
SG

/stood 
PL

   one after the other 

            ‘Ten people were standing one after the other.’ 
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Franks (1995) shows that AI constructions tend to require a singular agreement (30): 

 

(30) a. čelovek pjat’ prišlo/? prišli  na zasedanie 

            people   five came
SG

/ came 
PL

 on meeting 

           ‘about five people came to the meeting.’ 

       b. rabotalo/?* rabotali v etom magazine čelovek pjat’ 

            work
SG

/ work 
PL

       in this  store        people     five 

           ‘about five people worked in this store.’ 

       [Franks 1995] 

These data show that AI phrases exhibit agreement patterns of measure predicates. 

 

ii. Modification by that  relative clauses (as opposed to which relatives) 

 

Rothstein (2009) following Carlson (1977) for English: 

 

 counting classifiers pattern with individual denoting relative clauses which/that 

  measure classifiers pattern with amount relative clauses that/*which. 

 

(31) a. I would like to be able to buy the bottles of wine that/which they bought for the party. 

        b. I would like to be able to buy the litres of wine that/*which they bought for the party. 

        

Yadroff and Billings (1998) show that AI cannot be modified by which clauses (32a), but are 

compatible with that clauses (32b): 

 

(32) a.* knig        pjat', kotorye   my kupili  včera 

             books
PL

 five   which
PL

 we bought yesterday 

            ‘approximately five books which we bought yesterday’ 

        b.  knig          pjat', čto      my kupili    včera 

             books
PL

 five   that
SG

 we bought yesterday 

            ‘approximately five books that we bought yesterday’ 

[Yadroff and Billings 1998] 

 

This indicates that  AI constructions are expressions of measure, even if they contain count nouns such 

as books. 

 

(iii) AI constructions are degraded in contexts which require individuation. 

 

Measure predicates cannot be modified by distributive adverbials since the latter require individual 

entities as antecedents (e.g. # The cook mixed three kilos of flower with each other) (Rothstein 

2009). 

 

Franks (1995), Yadroff and Billings (1998) and Stepanov (2001) notice that AI are degraded in 

contexts which require individuation (reflexives, reciprocals and control constructions): 

 

(33) studentov pjat’ *pomogalo/*pomogali drug drugu 

       students    five    helped
SG

/helped 
PL

   each other 

      ‘About five students helped each other.’ 

[Franks 1995] 
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(34) ženščin pjat’ *staralos’/*staralis’ kupit   etu knigu 

       woman    five  tried
SG

/tried
PL

 to buy this book 

      ‘About five women tried to but this book.’ 

[Franks 1995] 

(35) ženščin pjat’ ?*smotrelo’/?*smotreli’ na sebja 

        woman    five     looked
SG

/looked
PL

      on self 

      ‘About five women were looking at themselves.’ 

[Stepanov 2001] 

 

The claim is further supported by the contrast between (36) and (37) noticed by Yadroff and 

Billings: 

 

(36) Upon entering the Balkan restaurant what I saw was: 

        Mužčin        pjat' tancevali    s ženščinami     desjat'ju … 

        men               five danced    with women          ten 

       ‘Approximately five men were dancing (a beautiful folk dance) with approximately ten 

women.’ 

 

(37) *Mužčin        pjat' i      ženščin     desjat’ tancevali      drug s    drugom 

          men             five and  women      ten      danced        each with  other 

          About five men and about ten women danced with each other.’ 

 

(iv)  AI requires inanimate case marking 

 

Matushansky (2013) following Mel’cuk (1980) notes that when numeral complements of certain 

prepositions have an amount reading, they decline like inanimate nouns: 

 

(38)  siloj        rovno   v  tri                    medvedja 

         strength exactly in three 
ACC=NOM

   bear 
PAUC

 

        ‘as strong as exactly three bears’ 

[Matushansky 2013 following Mel’čuk 1980] 

 

Matushansky (2013), Franks (1995) show that AI is associated with inanimate case marking: 

 

(39)  a. ja videl soldata           četyre                           b. *ja videl soldat                    četyrex 

            I   saw   soldier 
GEN PL

 four 
ACC=NOM PL            

           I   saw   soldier 
ACC=GEN PL   

 four 
ACC/GEN PL

 

           ‘I saw about four soldiers.’                                    ‘I saw about four soldiers.’ 

 

Conclusion: (i)-(iv) show that AI constructions including AI with count nouns have properties    

                     associated with measure constructions. 
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4.3   The semantic analysis 

 

How do we adapt the semantics in section 3 for count nouns? Put it differently how can expressions 

apparently headed by count nouns be interpreted as measure expressions? 

 

We construct from a set of numbers a scale S= <⊥ , U, N> (Rothstein 2013):  

1. The dimension is arbitrary. 

2. N is the set of natural numbers.  

3. U is a variable over units. 

We assume that the lexical content of the count noun gives the units in terms of which the scale S 

is calibrated.  

 

Syntax 

 

We assume a simplified version of the syntactic structure in which Num heads a Num P. 

(based on Franks 1995):  

 

(40) 

                       NumP 

                 

 

          Num’        NP 

 

  Ni          Num        ei 

 

We assume two claims of Matushansky (2013): 

 

i. In approximate inversion, NP moves. However, for phonological reasons, NP must be a single  

         stress word. This explains why A+N cannot move: 

 

(41) * starinnyx    knig    pjat’                     

          old/antique  books  five  

            

ii. The lower NP must be empty. Any material which follows NP is extraposed, but it must be     

        “heavy”enough. 

 

(42) a. izobraženij desjat’ britanskogo flaga                  b. *izobraženij desjat’ flagov 

           pictures     ten       British         flag                          pictures      ten       flags 

          ‘approximately ten pictures of the British flag’       

 

Semantic Interpretation 

 

A.  knig pjat’ ‘books five’ 

 

1. The bare noun expresses the units in which books naturally come.   

 

2. It moves to the position in which it can be interpreted as an approximate measure expression. 

    knig in (40) is interpreted as λnλx.MEASESTIMATE (x) = <Nn, BOOK> 
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3. The empty noun is reanalyzed as a mass noun.   λx. STUFF(x).   

 

4. knig applies to pjat to give the measure predicate  λx. MEASESTIMATE (x) = <N5’ BOOK> 

 

5. Extraposed material is predicated of λx.STUFF(x):      

 

  knig pjat’ ‘books five’ 

  [[ knig pjat’]]  =  λx. STUFF(x)   MEASESTIMATE (x)  = <N5’ BOOK>   
     
  knig pjat’ starinnyx i ochen’ dorogix ‘books five antique and very expensive’[Yadroff and Billings1998] 

  [[ knig pjat’ interesnyx i očen’ dorogix]] =  λx. STUFF(x)   MEASESTIMATE (x)                                                

                                                            = <N5’ BOOK>   ANTIQUE (x)     EXPENSIVE (x) 
B. štuk pjat’    (interesnyx ) knig ‘items five of (interesting) books’, čelovek pjat’ anesteziologov ‘people     

    ten of anesthesiologists” 

 

i. the measure head is replaces by a classifier giving the units of measure. 

ii. The downstairs NP shifts to a mass interpretation. We assume this happens in two stages: the NP 

denotes a kind and shifts to a set of instantiations of the kind (c.f. Chierchia 1998): 

 

(43) λx. MEASESTIMATE (x) = <N5, štuk >  Inst (x, BOOKkind) 

 

Rothstein (2011) shows that this is what happens when bare plurals in English are modified measure 

phrases: 

 

(44)  a. We shipped ten kilos of books. 

         b. Much of the ten kilos of books that we sent remained unread. 

         c .#Many of the ten kilos of books that we sent remained unread. 

 

Support: AI with paucals  
 

Yadroff and Billings: singular nominal complements of paucal numerals (45) become plural in AI 

constructions (46). Bare plurals are associated with kind readings in Russian too: 

 

(45) a. dva/tri/četyre plat’ja                               b. pjat’/desjat’ plat’jev 

           two/three/four   dressGEN SG                         five/ten        plat’jevGEN PL 

 

(46) a. My kupili  tri      plat'ja.                       b. My kupili plat'ja            tri. 

            we bought three dress 
GEN.SG

                    we bought dress 
GEN.SG

 three 

           ‘We bought three dresses.’                      ‘We bought approximately three dresses.’ 

 

   c. My kupili tri krasivyx plat'ja.                   d. My kupili štuki tri krasivyx plat'ev. 

       we bought three pretty 
GEN.PL

 dress
GEN.SG  

we bought item
GEN.SG

 three pretty 
GEN.PL

 dresses 
GEN.PL 

       ‘We bought three pretty dresses.’              ‘We bought approximately three pretty dresses.’ 

 

 

[Yadroff and Billings 1998] 
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Further support: AI constructions with complex numbers 

 

Rothstein 2013 analyzes complex numerals such as twenty thousand as constructions which have a 

syntax similar to measure constructions like twenty liters i.e. thousand is of type <n <d,t>>: 

 

(47) [[thousand<n,<e,t>>]]= λnλx. |x| = n× 1000 

       [[ twenty thousand <e,t>]]= λx. |x| = 20× 1000 

 

This correctly predicts that in AI constructions with complex numbers as in (47) thousand inverts 

with its number argument: 

 

(48)  a. dvadcat’ tysjač       knig          b. #knig  dvadcat’ tysjač 

              twenty   thousands books             books twenty thousands 

         c.  tysjač       dvadcat’ knig 

              thousands twenty    books      

 

 

PART 5: Summary 

 

We explored the semantics of AI constructions in Russian and made the following claims: 

 

i. AI constructions are not expressions of epistemic uncertainty. 

ii. Approximation effects are derived via. the estimation operation -a special kind of measure 

operation  which maps entities on the range of numerals focused on a number instead of onto 

precise numbers. 

iii. Both count and measure inverted numeral phrases can be interpreted as measure 

constructions. 

iv. The claim is supported by the syntactic evidence. 

v. The parallel between the estimation operator and measure syntax appears in widely diverged 

languages (e.g. Mandarin, Russian). 

vi. Matushansky (2013) points out that AI constructions with count nouns are less frequent than 

with explicit measure phrases, and that they require much more contextual support (49): 

 

(49)  [When the kidnapper rushed into the study, to his utter surprise he discovered that...] 

 

     a. bankira okružalo     pjat’ oxrannikov 

         banker  surrounded five bodyguards 

         ‘The banker was surrounded by five bodyguards.’ 

 

     b. #bankira okružalo     oxrannikov  pjat’ 

           banker  surrounded bodyguards five 

         ‘The banker was surrounded by approximately five bodyguards.’ 

 

     c. bankira okružalo     čelovek pjat’ oxrannikov 

         banker  surrounded people   five  bodyguards 

         ‘The banker was surrounded by approximately five bodyguards.’ 

 

[Matushansky 2013] 
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She suggests that the inverted nouns must be in the common ground. We suggest that this is not 

precise enough. Rather, a count noun is used as a measure head in a context when a dimensional 

scale using such a measure has been made salient.  

 

 

Further issues: 

 

i. AI constructions with prepositions. 

ii. The correlation between the inverted structure and approximation: 

 

(50) a. *ja vernus’ k        časam          dvum       b. ja vernus’  časam          k           dvum 

             I return    toward hours 
DAT PL

 two 
DAT

       I   return    hours 
DAT PL 

toward   two 
DAT

    

            ‘I shall return by about two o’clock.’         ‘I shall return by about two o’clock.’ 

 

[Franks 1995] 
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